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african food making is a vast and diverse,
it has it roots in many countries across the
continent but, its broad and unique
appearance is said to be that of those who
have been the first to adapt it to their
specific cultures. due to the lack of space
for all the foods in my kitchen, i have to
make a choice. armed with the
information, though, people can make
their own decisions. they can decide
whether to invest the extra time or money
to implement the clean cooking solution
that makes the most sense for their
situation, their environment, and their
family, as well as their pocketbook. the
#cookcleanforkenya campaign will also
share the stories of the people in kenya
who are already making the change. and
it will remind people that only 6% of the
kenyans have clean cookstoves today and
that clean cooking is currently for the
poor. the #cookcleanforkenya campaign
is timed to launch just before the world
clean energy week, from september 25th
to october 3rd. launching today, the
campaign will include sample recipes
written by susan kamau which will be
shared with the social media community
(via social media links), as well as a full
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set of available recipes on the
#cookcleanforkenya website. launched by
global alliance for clean cookstoves (gacc)
and supported by sky, a division of news
corporation and a business partner in the
world’s busiest woman (wwb), the goal is
for this campaign to reach around
200,000 people across kenya. we expect
to see a spike in searches and shares to
the #cookcleanforkenya hashtag on
twitter and facebook. our hope is to reach
hundreds of thousands of people who are
ready to make the change and learn more
about clean cooking in kenya and global.
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on a personal level, we need an
empowerment approach to solve our

problems. for me, my achievements are
not limited to a cookbook. i have always

been a strong believer in the spirit of self-
reliance. we need to teach our children to
look after themselves and their families. i

have always helped my children when
they have faced a problem, which may
have not been my problem to solve. i

have also taught them how to cook and
clean for themselves. it is not always

about having the most expensive, latest
technology. we need to keep this

mentality alive. our children should be
taught to be proud to be kenyan. the

annual meat-free give-a-way dinners and
the first ever vegan give-a-way dinner is

being held this year at the jbc on saturday
19 november. the main dinner will be

hosted by seven chefs and restaurateurs,
as well as two vegan restaurants as part

of the shine campaign. the first
anniversary of the #cookcleanforkenya

campaign was celebrated on thursday, 13
november 2015, at the ministry of
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livestock and fisheries (molf) at njenga,
siaya county. the event was attended by

government of kenya and health and
nutrition promotion support programme -
kenya (hanunaka), kenya livestock board,

county government of siaya, county
government of nyamira, kikelwa country
livestock farmers association, the kenya
food and agriculture research institute

(kafri) and the county agricultural
extension officer, dorothy kiiru. the

initiative was supported by, as well as
chaired by, dr ruth ndegwa, head of

tanzanian and african food safety network
(tanasfan), dr charles sibanda, secretary

of state, ministry of agriculture, forest and
natural resources (moa& fnr), dr murad
semu, head of the division of foods and
nutrition, moa& fnr, dr james muguna,
director of food and nutrition services,

molf and mr james karugara, chairperson
of the kenyan ministry of health. the two-

hour activity which combined in-depth
discussions, “sweden – a model for real

change”, and kenya – a model for change
(including speaker from the swedish

embassy in kenya) was aimed at inspiring
kenyan ministry of health and

stakeholders to work towards eliminating
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food-borne diseases in kenya. the event
was organized to implement the first
“sweden framework for food-borne
disease control and prevention”,

developed by the swedish agency for
health and care quality, to be rolled out in

kenya during 2016. the “sweden
framework for food-borne disease control
and prevention” will be rolled out through
the involvement of various stakeholders,

including molf, kenya university of
agriculture, kenya livestock board, local
government, county government, county

assembly and county assembly at all
levels in kenya. schizophrenia, peer

support and chat “there’s a chat room for
all mental health problems there. if you
are looking for a chat you can contact

your peer, he will help you. the chat room
itself and the guy who runs it are also very

helpful omar bashir’s arrest: sudan
president faces icc trial for war crimes afp
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